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The Struggle for Law
1997

first published in german in 1872 as der kampf ums recht the work attracted wide attention and was reissued in several revised editions and translated into
a dozen foreign languages the author was a renowned scholar of roman law who wrote in a lively style one legal historian called him the mark twain of
german jurisprudence in this essay he discusses what the law is and how the law changes it is a classic in the perennial struggle to make the law a means
for achieving social change

The Struggle for World Power
1968

while the book s immediate concern is with africa the theoretical nature of its analyses and its bearing on postmodern theories of the other will make this
translation of great interest to many disciplines especially ethnic gender and multicultural studies book jacket

The Struggle for Meaning
2002

in this book axel honneth re examines arguments put forward by hegel and claims that the struggle for recognition should be at the centre of social
conflicts

The Struggle for Recognition
2015-10-08

revolutionaries counter revolutionaries and reformers the world over appeal to democracy to justify their actions but when political factions compete over
the right to act in the people s name who is to decide although the problem is as old as the great revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
events from the arab spring to secession referendums suggest that today it is hardly any closer to being solved this book defends a new theory of
democratic legitimacy and change that provides an answer christopher meckstroth shows why familiar views that identify democracy with timeless
principles or institutions fall into paradox when asked to make sense of democratic founding and change solving the problem he argues requires shifting
focus to the historical conditions under which citizens work out what it will mean to govern themselves in a democratic way the only way of sorting out
disputes without faith in progress is to show in socratic fashion that some parties claims to speak for the people cannot hold up even on their own terms
meckstroth builds his argument on provocative and closely argued interpretations of plato kant and hegel suggesting that familiar views of them as
foundationalist metaphysicians misunderstand their debt to a method of radical doubt pioneered by socrates recovering this tradition of antifoundational
argument requires rethinking the place of german idealism in the history of political thought and opens new directions for contemporary democratic theory
the historical and socratic theory of democracy the book defends makes possible an entirely new way of approaching struggles over contested notions of
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progress popular sovereignty political judgment and democratic change

The Struggle for Democracy
2015-07-01

this collection of essays organized around the theme of the struggle for equality in the united states during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries also
serves to honor the renowned civil war historian james mcpherson complete with a brief interview with the celebrated scholar this volume reflects the best
aspects of mcpherson s work while casting new light on the struggle that has served as the animating force of his lifetime of scholarship with a
chronological span from the 1830s to the 1960s the contributions bear witness to the continuing vigor of the argument over equality contributors

The Struggle for Equality
2011

ever since beatrice s grandmother and sole guardian became gravely ill the ten year old has felt the sting of her own dark shadow ever present never
fading there even when not seen living in a little house on the edge of the woods she is afraid of what will become of her if her guardian doesn t recover
and beatrice yearns to ask elijah to spare her grandmother s life when beatrice is lured into the woods by her dog barley she discovers a different world
one where animals can speak objects are not always what they seem and time slows here there is an urgent problem that the animals believe only beatrice
can resolve using her dark shadow beatrice must restore the light to mount rundle before the destructive violent shadows destroy fenland but when barley
and other creatures are snatched by the shadows beatrice knows she must first journey to the netherworld to rescue them before she can recover the light
as she journeys through fenland she meets a boy walley and animals such as oliver the river otter george the ground squirrel and viola the vole together
oliver walley and beatrice search for the old hermit who they believe can help recover the light travel to the netherworld and negotiate with elijah along the
way they witness the shadows trail of destruction the darkening landscape and the displacement of animals in a changing climate will beatrice be able to
restore the light to mount rundle before it s too late will the old hermit help recover loved ones from the netherworld and most importantly will she secure
her chance to barter for her grandmother s life a hauntingly beautiful and tender book the struggle for fenland quietly we fall explores the universality of
faith grief kindness and compassion for young readers it is part one of beatrice s journey

The Struggle for Fenland
2019-11-08

this book shows the applicability of thomas kuhn s theory of the structure of scientific revolutions to the struggle for social change in southern africa the
components of this theory which seem applicable to the conflict and the struggle for fundamental social change in this troubled region of africa are
definition of paradigms their functions the elements of paradigm shifts and their effect the relationship between paradigm shift in natural and social science
and the concept of anomaly this study utilizes the components of this theory to discuss why the problems of southern africa seem to defy this solution
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The Struggle for Social Change in Southern Africa
1989

the book examines several models which have been advocated for a workable and acceptable solution to the kurdish problem which would be absolutely
necessary for stability in the west asian region the book evaluates how the more than two decade long experience of kurdish self rule in a democratic
framework in iraqi kurdistan affects the debate over the other kurdish regions in west asia with turkey s european union accession process contributing to
the opening of the political space to ethno nationalism there is a need for a non military solution to the kurdish issue the book analyses the role of kurdish
diaspora which plays a significant part in placing the kurdish question on the european political agenda it also examines the role of the kurds in the
aftermath of the arab spring and the changing geopolitics in the region now the kurds maintain the strongest platform in battling against the isis terrorists

The Kurdish Question: Identity, Representation and the Struggle for Self- Determination
2015-07-15

contributors ranging from chancellor gordon brown to the guardian newspaper s polly toybee discuss the labour party s political philosophy and address
key topics like globalization constitutional reform equality and the third way

The Struggle for Labour's Soul
2004-08-02

human rights in peace and development are accepted throughout the global south as established normative and beyond debate only in the powerful elite
sectors of the global north have these rights been resisted and refuted the policies and interests of these global forces are antithetical to advancing human
rights ending global poverty and respecting the sovereign integrity of states and governments throughout the global south the link between poverty war
and environmental degradation has become evident over the last 60 years further augmenting international consciousness of these issues as
interconnected with the rest of the human rights corpus this book examines the history of this struggle and outlines practical means to implement these
rights through a global framework of constitutional protections within this emerging framework it argues that states will be increasingly obligated to
formulate policies and programs to achieve peace and development throughout the global society

Redefining Human Rights in the Struggle for Peace and Development
2014-01-20

lockheed has been one of american s largest corporations and most important defense contractors from world war ii to the present day since 1995 as part
of lockheed martin aeronautics company during the postwar era its executives enacted complicated business responses to black demands for equality
based on the papers of a personnel executive the memoir of an african american employee interviews and company publications this narrative history
offers a unique inside perspective on the evolution of equal employment and affirmative action policies at lockheed aircraft s massive georgia plant from
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the early 1950s through the early 1980s randall l patton provides a rare perhaps unique account of african american struggle and management response
set within the context of the regional and national struggles for civil rights the book describes the complex interplay of black protest federal policy and
management action in a crucial space in the national economy and within the south contributing to business history policy history labor history and civil
rights history

Lockheed, Atlanta, and the Struggle for Racial Integration
2019-11-15

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Race, Class, and the Struggle for Neighborhood in Washington
1999

a cross disciplinary view of an important de soto chronicle among the early spanish chroniclers who contributed to popular images of the new world was the
amerindian spanish mestizo historian and literary writer el inca garcilaso de la vega 1539 1616 he authored several works of which la florida del inca 1605
stands out as the best because of its unique amerindian and european perspectives on the de soto expedition 1539 1543 as the child of an indian mother
and a spanish father garcilaso lived in both worlds and saw value in each hailed throughout europe for his excellent contemporary renaissance writing style
his work was characterized as literary art garcilaso revealed the emotions struggles and conflicts experienced by those who participated in the historic and
grandiose adventure in la florida although criticized for some lapses in accuracy in his attempts to paint both the spaniards and the amerindians as noble
participants in a world changing event his work remains the most accessible of all the chronicles in this volume jonathan steigman explores el inca s
rationale and motivations in writing his chronicle he suggests that el inca was trying to influence events by influencing discourse that he sought to create a
discourse of tolerance and agrarianism rather than the dominant european discourse of intolerance persecution and lust for wealth although el inca s
purposes went well beyond detailing the facts of de soto s entrada his skill as a writer and his dual understanding of the backgrounds of the participants
enabled him to paint a more complete picture than most putting a sympathetic human face on explorers and natives alike

La Florida Del Inca and the Struggle for Social Equality in Colonial Spanish America
2005-09-25

from the ashes of world war ii to the conflict over iraq william hitchcock examines the miraculous transformation of europe from a deeply fractured land to
a continent striving for stability tolerance democracy and prosperity exploring the role of cold war politics in europe s peace settlement and the half
century that followed hitchcock reveals how leaders such as charles de gaulle willy brandt and margaret thatcher balanced their nations interests against
the demands of the reigning superpowers leading to great strides in economic and political unity he re creates europeans struggles with their troubling
legacy of racial ethnic and national antagonism and shows that while divisions persist europe stands on the threshold of changes that may profoundly
shape the future of world affairs
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The Struggle for Europe
2008-11-26

why were the communists unable to overthrow a succession of feeble athens governments woodhouse portrays a greek communist party weakened by
internal feuding divided by dissensions over policy and overcome by the strength of u s forces basing his account on privileged access to documents
interviews with prominent survivors and his own unique experience he analyzes the characters ideologies and events behind one of the longest and most
bitter civil wars of modern times this is the definitive history book jacket

The Struggle for Greece, 1941-1949
2002

this book attempts to combine geopolitics modernization theory and the primacy of foreign policy to provide a fresh perspective on the struggle for
mastery in germany before 1850 any form of rigid determinism is eschewed the outcome of this contest was still relatively open in 1780 nevertheless the
book shows why after the upheavals domestic and internal of the revolutionary period and the geopolitical revolution of 1815 prussia and not austria was
on the verge of winning the struggle for mastery by mid century at every decisive stage along the way it was prussia rather than austria or the third
germany which showed itself capable of socio economic and partial political modernization in order to adapt to external pressures and opportunities

The Struggle for Mastery in Germany, 1779-1850
1998

this volume is an account of the journey the author made between eastern russia via tabriz to teheran at the turn of the twentieth century this is not just a
travelogue however but a lament for the loss of british âeoeprestigeâe and power in the region to russia

The Struggle for Persia
2011

this highly detailed new book provides a comprehensive account of the fighting at the château of hougoumont on sunday 18th june 1815 by utilizing the
accounts of the officers and men who fought in the battle of waterloo drawn predominantly from contemporary manuscript sources it contains a wealth of
previously unpublished material including significant new information from the french and german archives extensive new research has revealed that the
french made a number of incursions into the farm complex that the allies sustained critical losses during the fighting in the orchard and that there were
repeated attempts in the early evening by the garrison to secure more ammunition the authoritative text is supplemented by a series of notes and
appendices and is enhanced by ten color scenes and full color contour maps with troop overlays thereby making the book an essential addition to every
napoleonic collection
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The Struggle for New China
1952

the 20th century demographic struggle for power translates itself into an inter ethnic war of numbers this book offers suggestions for structural alterations
within states to sever the link between ethnic size and power and thus eliminate the rationale for the demographic struggle for power

Waterloo - the Struggle for Hougoumont
2018-07-30

is it possible to fully accept even love the life you have is it possible to drop the struggle to make yourself and your life different acclaimed teacher and
bestselling author roger housden says yes in this profound alternative to nonstop striving and self criticism whether about our relationships careers or
spirituality many of us judge ourselves as not measuring up but fulfillment comes when we stop struggling and learn to trust the wisdom of what life
presents us with housden wrote dropping the struggle as someone who up until a few years ago spent much of his time in a covert struggle with life despite
his success he often felt that something was missing he struggled for years with an ongoing spiritual longing with questions of meaning and purpose with
the search for love with all the usual difficulties of being human until he finally realized though not with his thinking mind that the only thing life was asking
of him was to rest in a deeper knowing that was always there usually silently behind the arguments and strategies that would so commonly occupy his
conscious self struggle will never get us the things we want most housden writes love meaning presence freedom from anxiety over the past and future
contentment with ourselves exactly as we are imperfections and all the acceptance of our mortality because these things lie outside the ego s domain for
these we need another way that way begins and ends in surrender in letting go of our resistance to life as it presents itself

The Struggle for National Education
2020-03-14

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

The struggle for peace
1987
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the struggle for happiness is a collection of loosely interwoven stories that explore the condition of a series of finely drawn characters and their various
desires for love belonging home and happiness from a lambda literary award finalist ranging in tone from utopian visions to stark realism and populated by
a unique collection of women from the guitarist whose supposedly dead lover turns up at one of her concerts to the professor who has lost her ability to
trust in anything from the psychic at a popular gay resort to the critic and would be writer the pieces in the struggle for happiness are sure to delight and
astonish longtime fans of ruthann robson and new readers alike stonewall inn editions

The Demographic Struggle for Power
2013-10-18

an arab diplomat analyzes the history of the relations between israel and the arab countries and describes his involvement in the efforts to achieve a
peaceful solution

Dropping the Struggle
2016-07-15

tracing the development of communication markets and the regulation of international communications from the 1840s through world war i jill hills
examines the political technological and economic forces at work during the formative century of global communication the struggle for control of global
communication analyzes power relations within the arena of global communications from the inception of the telegraph through the successive
technologies of submarine telegraph cables ship to shore wireless broadcast radio shortwave wireless the telephone and movies with sound global
communication began to overtake transportation as an economic political and social force after the inception of the telegraph which shifted
communications from national to international from that point on says hills information was a commodity and ownership of the communications
infrastructure became valuable as the means of distributing information the struggle for control of that infrastructure occurred in part because the growing
economic power of the united states was hindered by british control of communications hills outlines the technological advancements and regulations that
allowed the united states to challenge british hegemony and enter the global communications market she demonstrates that control of global
communication was part of a complex web of relations between and within the government and corporations of britain and the united states detailing the
interplay between u s federal regulation and economic power hills shows how communication technologies have been shaped by these forces and fosters
an understanding of contemporary systems of power in global communications

The Struggle for a Soul
1963

a major new investigation into the bhutto family examining their influence in pakistan from the colonial era to the present day fluently written impeccably
researched and never short of extraordinary insights this is a landmark publication farzana shaikh literary review the bhutto family has long been one of
the most ambitious and powerful in pakistan but politics has cost the bhuttos dear zulfikar ali bhutto widely regarded as the most talented politician in the
country s history was removed from power in 1977 and executed two years later at the age of 51 of his four children three met unnatural deaths
shahnawaz was poisoned in 1985 at the age of 27 murtaza was shot by the police outside his home in 1996 aged 42 and benazir bhutto who led the
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pakistan peoples party and became prime minister twice was killed by a suicide bomber in rawalpindi in 2007 aged 54 drawing on original research and
unpublished documents gathered over twenty years owen bennett jones explores the turbulent existence of this extraordinary family including their volatile
relationship with british colonialists the pakistani armed forces and the united states

The Struggle for Self-Government
2019-02-22

in the struggle for the border renowned journalist and popular historian bruce hutchison tells the little known story of how that border was established it is
a story of frontier war explorers expeditions fenian raids the burning of washington and of political threats and counterthreats hutchison carries the
amazing chronicle up to the days just after the second world war and the continental military and economic unification that laid the foundations of
contemporary canada

The Struggle for Happiness
2001-03-20

this book tells the story of the people of igbo land at the middle of the nineteenth century when europe and europeans held the dominant power over the
lives and affairs of many peoples in africa this dominance however was never supposed to be total or absolute nevertheless it managed to cast a
constricting shadow with its associated if unhealthy ambience on the day to day lives of the people using the overwhelming military and economic power at
its disposal at a time when africans were either recovering from five hundred years of stupor brought on by its own dark ages ad 1100 1600 or the shock
and paralysis that followed the moroccan mohamedan and spanish mercenary assisted mayhem and chaos of 1591 against the african kingdoms of west
africa but the white man would soon lose most of his political and economic opportunities and some of the absolute attributes he had mustered over the
years the moment britain and the other european races saw themselves as divinely appointed to right the wrongs of mankind he would from then on
render himself vulnerable to the tide of african enlightenment and progress which was then building up everywhere once the trade by which he had gained
his ascendency over the other races of mankind began to decline in addition european ascendency witnessed an unusual reversal of luck when its residual
strengths recently boosted with the development of some newer types of weaponry the maxim machine gun in the uk 1883 and the mauser machine gun
1891 in germany weapons whose astonishing power and versatility had not previously been seen or tested in any battlefront became more widely available
to european and non european troops these however could not provide definitive answers to all the tactical and strategic imperatives of the developing
new battlefront which european armies had sought nevertheless these new weapons became celebrated after they were successfully used to hold the line
and repel hordes of brave native fighters armed only with machetes and spears south africa and bows and arrows kitchener s sudan enabling british forces
to claim easy victories over the native forces several victoria crosses would be won on both battlefronts by the british army the success of the campaigns
clearly went to the heads of the victorious army commanders thus were sown the seeds that would grow leading to the idea of invincibility of the white
man in the battlefield and the tragic events that preceded the first world war 1914 1918

The Struggle for Self-affirmation and Self-determination
1992
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the struggle for national education second edition is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1873 hansebooks is editor of the literature
on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on
the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes
these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

The Struggle for Democracy
1995-01-01

first published in 1992 for disabled people and people with learning difficulties the transition from school to college work or training can be stressful and
frustrating job choices are often restricted and they face barriers which are beyond their control this book is about their struggle for choice it sets special
needs in further education in a socio political context by exploring the concept of transition to adulthood in terms of class race gender and disability
differences and relating it to social economic and political influences it seeks to challenge complacency and encourage dialogue and debate

The Struggle for Peace in the Middle East
1981

The History and Culture of the Indian People: The struggle for empire
1951

The Struggle for Freedom
190?

The Struggle for Control of Global Communication
2010-10-01

The Bhutto Dynasty
2020-09-04
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The struggle for Asia, 1828-1914
1980

The Struggle for Education, 1870-1970
1970

The Struggle for the Border (Reissue)
2011-09-29

Struggle for Control of the Hinterland of the Bight of Biafra
2016-02-23

The Struggle for National Education
2017-06-30

A Struggle for Choice
2018-09-03
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